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We propose a method to dope silicon with phosphorus by means of the nuclear resonant reactio
30Si(p,g)31P, which takes place when a natural silicon target is bombarded with a few MeV proton
beam. This alternative method considerably reduces the usual target damage produced by the mo
commonly used direct phosphorus implantation. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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Direct phosphorus ion beam implantation in silico
targets1,2 has become a well established technique to produ
novel microstructures, but in spite of its many advantages
above-mentioned method has some limitations. It needs h
energy phosphorus ions to implant them far from the targ
surface. Furthermore, ion implantation is accompanied
defect production and lattice distortion along the ion traje
tory.

In this work we propose an alternative method to obta
phosphorus doped silicon by means of proton induc
nuclear resonant reactions. When an energetic proton be
bombards a natural silicon target, the nuclear resonant re
tion 30Si(p,g)31P takes place; in this process, by capturing
proton, the target nucleus30Si is transmutated into the
nucleus31P. So as a final result we have a silicon matr
doped with phosphorus atoms.

The nuclear resonant reactions can only take pla
within small energy intervalsG around certain energiesEr

(Er andG are called, respectively, the resonance energy a
the resonance width of the nuclear reaction!. The dependence
of the cross sections(E) for the nuclear resonant reaction
30Si(p,g)31P upon the proton energy can be calculated usi
the Breit-Wigner formula3 for the case of a single, isolated
resonance,

s~E!5
p\2

4ME

GS~p,g!

~E2Er !
21G2/4

, ~1!

whereM andE are the proton mass and energy, respective
andG andS(p,g) represent the total resonance width an
the resonance strength, respectively. In obtaining the pre
ous expression we have taken into account that the spin
the incident~proton! and target~30Si nucleus! particles, are
1/2 and 0, respectively. Equation~1! was evaluated using
available experimental data4 for the nuclear reaction we are
considering.

For brevity, in this letter we shall be concerned with th
resonance atEr5942 keV, which is the strongest one an
appears clearly separated from the first nearest neigh
resonances. So in the rest of the letter we shall limit o

a!Electronic mail: rgm@fcu.um.es
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discussion to proton beam energies around 1 MeV. A simila
discussion could be done for proton energies close to th
other resonance energies.

Let us consider a semi-infinite silicon target, with its
surface atx50, bombarded by a proton beam with an initial
energyE0 distributed according to the functiong(E0). The
number of phosphorus atoms, at the depth interva
(x,x1dx), produced per incident proton is

NP~x!5c nSi E dE G@g~E0!;E,x# s~E!, ~2!

where nSi is the atomic density of natural silicon and
c50.031 is the30Si abundance3 in natural silicon. In the
previous expressionG@g(E0);E,x# is a functional ofg(E0)
and a function ofE andx, and it represents the distribution
of protons with energyE at the depthx, corresponding to a
proton beam with the initial energy distributiong(E0), and
is given by

G@g~E0!;E,x#5E dE0 g~E0! F~E02E,x!, ~3!

whereF(E02E,x) stands for the distribution of protons, that
having an initial energyE0 , suffer an energy loss (E02E)
after a path lengthx; F(E02E,x) is the Landau-Vavilov
distribution,5,6 which we take to be of a Gaussian form

F~E02E,x!5
1

dA2p
expH 2

@~E02E!2Ē #2

2d2 J ~4!

with Ē andd representing, respectively, the mean energy los
and the energy loss fluctuation of a proton, with initial en-
ergy E0 , after travelling a pathx. Then Ē5x Sp(E0) and
d25x V2(E0), whereSp(E0) andV2(E0) are, respectively,
the stopping power and the energy loss straggling of a proto
with initial energyE0 .

Only those values ofE where the cross section has a
relative maximum~i.e., E5Er) will significantly contribute
to the integration in Eq.~2!. Then we obtain that the phos-
phorus depth distribution is given by

NP~x!5c nSi (
Er

G@g~E0!;Er ,x# s~Er !. ~5!
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We use a Gaussian distribution for the proton beam
tial energy distributiong(E0),

g~E0!5
1

DE0A2p
expH 2

~E02Ē0!
2

2~DE0!
2 J , ~6!

whereĒ0 is the nominal energy of the accelerator andDE0

its energy spread. After some algebra we finally obtain
depth distribution of phosphorus atoms produced per in
dent proton

NP~x!5cnSi (
Er

s~Er !F2pS 11
~DE0!

2

xV2~Ē0!
D G21/2

3expH 2
1

2

@ Ē02Er2xSp~Ē0!#
2

~DE0!
21xV2~Ē0!

J . ~7!

Note that for the proton energies (;1 MeV!, which is our
concern in this letter and not for very thick targets~a few
micrometers!, only an isolated resonance~at Er5942 keV!
will contribute to the summation overEr in Eq. ~7!. We
would need to include further resonance energies in the
of thicker targets or higher proton energies.

We shall center our discussion in the case of a pro
beam with a nominal energyĒ0 around 1000 keV, and with
an energy spreadDE0 around 20 keV. In Fig. 1 we show how
the phosphorus depth distribution,Np(x), behaves when
small variations take place in the parameters that initia
characterize the proton beam: the accelerator nominal
ergy, Ē0 , and the energy spread,DE0 . The proton stopping
power we use forĒ051000 keV is Sp(1000 keV)54.1
eV/Å.7 For the energy loss straggling we use the Bo
straggling,8 which is independent of the proton energy, and
given by VB

254pZ1
2e4nSiZ251820 eV2/Å, where Z1 and

Z2 are the projectile~proton! and target~silicon! atomic
numbers, ande is the electronic charge. The solid curv
correspond to the phosphorus concentration profile,Np(x),

FIG. 1. Phosphorus concentration profile,NP(x), as a function of the depth
x in a natural silicon target. The three solid lines correspond toDE0520
keV, the short dashed line corresponds toDE0515 keV and the long dashe
line corresponds toDE0525 keV. The nominal energy of the proton beam
shown on the top of each curve.
Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 22, 29 May 1995
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when the initial proton energyĒ051000 keV varies in
65%, i.e.,Ē05 950, 1000, and 1050 keV; and the proton
energy spread remains constant atDE0 5 20 keV. For each
value of theseĒ0 we evaluatedSp(Ē0) as stated in Ref. 7,
and the value of the energy loss straggling was kept consta
atVB

2 . We observe that asĒ0 increases the phosphorus dop-
ing profile is deeper, the concentration of phosphorus
higher and the profile broadens. So, the total number o
phosphorus atoms doping the silicon matrix increases asĒ0

increases. The discontinuous curves illustrate the influence
the initial proton energy beam spreadDE0 on the phosphorus
depth distribution. Now, the initial proton beam energy is
kept constant atĒ051000 keV andDE0 takes the values 15
keV ~short dashed line! and 25 keV~long dashed line!. We
can appreciate that the uncertainties of625% in the initial
energy spread produce a variation in the maximum value o
Np(x), but do not affect appreciably its position, and the
total number of phosphorus produced in the silicon targe
does not vary significantly~the areas under each one of the
three curves corresponding toĒ051000 keV are practically
the same!. For a given value ofĒ0 , smaller values of the
spreadDE0 of the proton beam energy produce sharpe
phosphorus profiles. Therefore the main parameter to contr
the depth concentration of phosphorus doping atoms is th
initial energy of the proton beam,Ē0 .

We have also evaluated the phosphorus depth concent
tion profile,NP(x), for typical variations of the proton en-
ergy loss magnitudes,Sp andV2; the parameters that char-
acterize the incident beam are kept constants atĒ051000
keV andDE0520 keV, and the reference values forSp and
VB

2 are those introduced previously: 4.1 eV/Å and 1820
eV2/Å, respectively. In Fig. 2 we show the phosphorus dept
distribution when considering typical variations (610%)
from that value ofSp . We can see that asSp decreases the
protons suffer the 942 keV nuclear resonant reaction farth
from the target surface, and the phosphorus profile shif
toward deeper distances. The maximum value and the wid

d
is

FIG. 2. Phosphorus concentration profile,NP(x), as a function of the depth
x in a natural silicon target.Sp54.5 eV/Å ~long dashed line!, Sp54.1 eV/Å

~solid line! and Sp53.7 eV/Å ~short dashed line!. The valueV251820
eV2/Å was kept constant for the three curves.
3037Abril et al.
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of NP(x) also increase whenSp decreases, but only slightly.
Although not shown in Fig. 2 we have also considered t
effects onNP(x) of a variation of625% inV2 around the
Bohr straggling value,VB

2 . In this case, the position of the
peak in the phosphorus distribution does not change beca
the stopping power is the same for the three cases depic
but its height and its width increase for higher values of t
straggling; then the total number of phosphorus atoms p
duced in the silicon target increases whenV2 increases.

In conclusion, we have shown that phosphorus ato
can be produced in a silicon sample when it is bombard
with a few MeV proton beam, due to the30Si(p,g)31P reso-
nant nuclear reaction that takes place. This method offers
alternative procedure to the usual direct phosphorus impl
tation. It has the advantage of reducing the damage produ
in the sample, since a light projectile is used instead o
medium-mass one. The characteristics of the dopant distri
tion are mainly governed by the nominal energy of the inc
dent proton beam,Ē0 , which determines the stopping powe
and energy loss straggling of the target, and also by the
ergy and width of the nearest resonance toĒ0 , such that
Er,Ē0 . In most cases the phosphorus depth distribution h
an almost Gaussian shape with a broad width, compared
the narrow and asymmetric distributions obtained by dire
phosphorus ion bombardment. It is worth to note that a fe
percent variation of the proton beam energy,Ē0 , affects in
an appreciable manner the phosphorus distribution width
3038 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 66, No. 22, 29 May 1995
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From Figs. 1 and 2~and their respective comments! it
can be seen that it is possible to choose the idoneous initia
conditions of the proton beam to obtain a desired doping
profile ~sharper or broader, closer or farther to the targe
surface, etc.!.

The results presented in this letter concern to individua
resonances. If a thick silicon target is irradiated by protons
with sufficiently high energy, there is the possibility to create
simultaneously several dopant layers at fixed relative dis
tances, depending upon the resonance energies.
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